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Femininity, Sex, and Politics on Magazines 

The stories told by different media, including the images and headlines of a magazine 

cover, have meaning that can be examined and interpreted by looking at the signs and symbols 

present. The first magazine cover to be discussed in this essay, Cosmo, constructs a femininity by 

presenting certain markers and ideals of femininity and women, and furthermore uses these 

markers and expectations to sell the magazine to its intended audience. The second magazine 

cover, belonging to Us Weekly, blurs the lines between political and celebrity culture by applying 

markers of celebrity to a member of the First Family, Melania Trump. The magazine further 

reinforces traditional tropes of gender, particularly femininity, and fame with its chosen symbols, 

and then uses this intersection of celebrity, politics, and gender as its selling point toward a wider 

audience. The symbols and stories present on these magazines work not only as sales tactics, but 

also construct certain cultural ideas about the things they represent.  

The cover of Cosmo may be more straightforward in its use of culturally recognizable 

symbols and therefore the audience can easily understand the narrative it tells. The cover features 

a thin white female celebrity, Lauren Conrad, against a pink background. She is wearing a white 

dress, jewelry, and long blonde hair, and some of the text that overlaps her image is pink as well. 

All these things are, firstly, traditional markers of femininity, and some of them are markers of 

dominant beauty expectations as well. Having two meanings in this way makes a sign polysemic, 
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for example, the long hair signifying not only femininity but also a beauty standard. These things 

denote simply what they are -- e.g. a picture of Lauren Conrad in a white dress, but they 

collectively connote a culturally recognizable version of femininity. Furthermore, the anchoring, 

or captions, on the magazine plays a role in the symbolism as well. A yellow circle near the top 

of the page advertises “50 Summer Beauty Tips,” placing one focus of the magazine directly on 

beauty and how to be beautiful, while text at the bottom of the page reading “Cut 100 Calories at 

Any Meal,” is a marker of femininity in that thinness is a dominant beauty standard. All these 

visual and written symbols used in conjunction with a successful celebrity help to construct and 

reinforce a dominant femininity based on beauty ideals such as thinness, long hair, and the color 

pink. By using these markers of femininity and beauty, the magazine reinforces a dominant, or 

“ideal,” version of femininity that it claims it can help the audience achieve, and uses that point 

to sell the magazine.  

A constructed femininity is not, however, the only selling point of the magazine. The 

magazine hails its audience, meaning it uses certain semiotics to target a group to sell to. The 

cover features a few direct references to sex in the anchoring, such as “Virgins in Cosmo!” and 

“100 Sex Questions,” both of which phrases are featured in the largest print on the cover. Also 

featured are more implicit suggestions of sexuality, including “4 Signs He’s Craving You” and 

“You On Top,” the latter of which being a double entendre implying a sexual position as well as 

career-oriented success. The respective subtitles of the bigger headlines, “We Answer Every 

Dirty Thing You Want to Know” and “We Thought This Day Would Never Come,” (which 

comes under “Virgins in Cosmo”) move the focus from general interest in sex to the personal 

sexual performance of the audience and the “Virgins” in this case, with the implication that 

experience and knowledge on the subject are things that are important to acquire. Not only is 
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interest in sex a selling point for the magazine, but these titles also work to uphold the “Wonder 

Woman” ideal of femininity, in which a woman can and is expected to “have it all” (Douglas). 

The “You On Top,” anchoring in particular is a prime example, implying a woman can and 

should be successful not only in her career, but also knowledgeable and skillful when it comes to 

sex. Furthermore, “We Never Thought This Day Would Come” in reference to “Virgins” begins 

to construct the idea that the women who are inexperienced or unskillful at sex do not usually get 

to be featured in magazines, and therefore cannot enjoy the same success as the woman who is 

skillful in this area. The selling point here then is not just sex, but the that dominant femininity of 

sexual knowledge can, again, be achieved by the audience with help from the magazine.  

The straightforward narrative the magazine presents then, is that of a young, thin white 

celebrity who conforms to the reinforced beauty standards and is sexually knowledgeable. It 

promotes the norms of beauty ideals such as thinness, as well as the “have it all” ideal of 

femininity that is apparent in the language of the anchoring. Therefore, the magazine uses these 

messages to hail, or target, a young, sexually active female audience, who, due to the 

construction of this femininity, may feel compelled to further their knowledge and beauty with 

the help of the magazine. The reinforcement of such a narrow version of femininity may lead to 

body image issues or lowered self-worth for members of the hailed audience who cannot reach 

the standards.  

The Us Weekly cover presents an entirely new set of meanings with its symbols and 

narrates stories that have as much to do with politics and the culture of fame as they do with 

gender. The central figure on the cover is Melania Trump, the First Lady, looking distantly away 

from the camera, with dramatic eye makeup. The anchoring attached to her begins by addressing 

the president and herself by their first names: “Melania & Donald,” and continues with the 
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largest text on the page, “Separate Lives.” The magazine goes on to offer a look “Inside the 

mysterious world of the first lady – and why she may never move into the White House.” The 

magazine is applying certain signs to Melania with the choice of picture and the words being 

used to describe her. I argue that the magazine is treating her with markers of fame and celebrity 

culture: referring to the president and herself in an informal way and her informal pose, as well 

as offering a look “inside the mysterious world” and using language reminiscent of divorce 

tabloids (“Separate Lives”) in large font. These markers are usually used to connote celebrity, as 

celebrities are the usual subject of covers of magazines that use this language. By applying these 

culturally recognizable signs of fame to Melania, the cover works to construct the First Lady as a 

celebrity rather than a political figure, thus blurring the lines between celebrity entertainment and 

politics. The audience the magazine is hailing with this cover is important to the narrative as 

well. The audience for this magazine is the same as the audience for previous issues and other 

similar gossip magazines, and therefore the audience expects the celebrity on the front to be 

treated with these markers. By filling this expected space with Melania, the magazine further 

combines the political and entertainment spheres. The audience hailed here then, is mostly 

female due to the signs that connote female interest, such as celebrity culture and Melania being 

featured rather than the president himself. However, by merging politics with celebrity culture, 

the magazine hails a wider audience which now includes people of any gender who are interested 

in politics.  

Importantly, this cover of Us Weekly differs from the Cosmo cover in that there is more 

than one subject on the cover, and therefore more than one narrative to discuss. While Melania 

occupies most of the space, the smaller narratives to the side also convey meaning. In larger red 

print “Blinded By Lust,” subtitles “Nick Falls For Corinne,” beneath a picture of the two. Also 
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featured is a pair of women with the anchoring, “Megyn Kelly Takes Over!” These symbols 

independently work to construct and reinforce certain traditional gender roles, as well as 

constructing certain features of dominant femininity and masculinity. The caption “Blinded By 

Lust” reinforces the stereotype of masculinity in which men are the more sexually driven gender, 

as well as being sometimes unable to control that drive. It could potentially be a selling point for 

the magazine as well, given that the audience hailed is mostly female. The other small image of 

two women reading, “Megyn Kelly Takes Over” is also involved in constructed gender roles, 

this time about femininity. The anchoring here implies that there is a space for only one woman, 

and so works to reinforce the femininity in which women must compete with each other for 

recognition or success. These dramatic constructions of gender roles further support the 

entertainment aspect of the magazine, and the overall sales tactics of drama and celebrity 

interest.  

As discussed, the primary audience being hailed for this magazine is women, due to the 

symbols of femininity, such as Melania herself being featured as opposed to the president, and 

interests with feminine connotations, including celebrity culture. However, a major hailing tactic 

of this cover is the intersection of entertainment and politics, which widens the audience beyond 

that typical of a gossip magazine to an audience which includes those interested not only in 

celebrity, but also politics and the combination thereof. The cover also constructs gender norms 

involving a masculinity that is at the whim of its members’ sexual drive, and a femininity in 

which women must compete for limited social space. By bringing these constructions to its 

audience, its enters them into the dominant hegemonic femininity and masculinity. The 

consequence of making these things the common cultural knowledge is that they then become 

real and practiced parts of culture.   
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In conclusion, these covers of the magazines Cosmo and Us Weekly are conveyers of 

cultural meaning in the symbols and stories they present, and are therefore players in the 

construction and reinforcement of dominant cultural norms. The Cosmo cover offers a version of 

femininity through its symbols, and also constructs attitudes about sex in conjunction with 

dominant femininity and hails its audience by offering help on how to attain such cultural norms. 

The other, Us Weekly, hails its audience by combining the interests of politics and entertainment 

while constructing certain attitudes about those two things, and furthermore reinforces some 

types of masculinity and femininity with its language. The narratives and symbols the magazine 

covers present have real-world effects on their audiences and dominant cultural norms. 
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